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Greetings: 
 
 I was really impressed with our 
new meeting place in Towers Hall. 
The atmosphere is just right for a 
meeting to learn and discuss our 
history. 
 This month’s presentation on 
“The Mormons in the 19th Century” 
by Howard Strouse should prove of 
interest to all of us. I am looking 
forward to it. Many thanks to Kevin 
Kennedy for his enthusiastic 
volunteering to take responsibility 
for the video presentation at our 
meeting. His expertise will be very 
much appreciated. 
 See you on the 10th at Towers. 

 

date:  
Wednesday, October 10, 2012 
time: 

7:00 p.m. 
location:  
Towers Hall, Room 318 
Otterbein University  
Westerville, OH  43281 
speaker/topic:  
Howard Strouse—The Mormons in 
the 19th Century 

this month’s meeting 

 

Antietam as Told and Retold 
 

 Lieutenant Colonel Ezra Ayers 
Carman, who commanded the 7th 
New Jersey Volunteer Infantry, was 
wounded severely in the arm at 
Williamsburg, Virginia, on May 5, 
1862, during McClellan’s Peninsula 

 

 With your support, 
we raised $46 from the 

September book raffle. Thank you! 
  

campaign. Historian Tom Clemens 
has regretted this wound ever since. 
 The wound ruined Carman’s 
handwriting, and Clemens has been 
poring over Carman’s monumental 
manuscript of the Battle of Antietam 
and the 1862 Maryland campaign 
for a significant part of his adult life. 
Clemens discussed his two volumes 
(a third is in the works) on Carman’s 
Antietam studies at the round 
table’s September meeting. The 
Maryland Campaign of September 
1862, volume one (576 pages) 
covers South Mountain, while 
volume two covers Antietam (696 
pages). Clemens is retired from a 
long teaching career at Hagerstown 
Community College. He is an 
Antietam guide and president of 
Save Historic Antietam Foundation. 
 Carman’s official connection with 
Antietam didn’t commence until 
1894 at the ripe age of sixty. (He 
lived until 1909.) But Carman threw 
himself into the work with 
extraordinary gusto, and much of 
what we know about the Maryland 
battle stems from Carman. 
 Carman was born February 27, 
1834, at Metuchen, New Jersey, and 
started work at an early age. He was 
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a clerk in the Rahway Post Office in 
1849 and in the Farmers Bank of 
Rahway in 1850. He entered 
Western Military Institute at 
Drennon Springs, Kentucky, as a 
cadet in 1853, graduating as 
valedictorian in 1855. This institute 
became the University of Nashville 
in Tennessee, and Carman taught 
math there until 1856. He graduated 
two years later. 

 When the Civil War broke out, 
Carman was a bookkeeper at a 
leather manufacturer in Newark. 
While recovering at home from his 
wound at Williamsburg, Carman was 
appointed colonel of the 13th New 
Jersey Infantry, with which he would 
serve until mustered out as brevet 
brigadier general in June 1865. 
 Carman would survive twenty-
three battles, but none would affect 
him as greatly as the bloody action 
his inexperienced soldiers faced on 
Sept. 17, 1862, on Antietam Creek. 
 Following the war, Carman was in 
the lumber business in Newark and 
Jersey City until 1870. He was comp-
troller of Jersey City from 1871–75 
and chief clerk of the U.S. Agri-
culture Department from July 1877 

Confederate General John G. Walker 
from first-hand accounts in “Battles 
and Leaders.” And according to 
Clemens, Carman gives far too much 
credence to the writings of Jacob 
Cox and Francis W. Palfrey. Cox, the 
twenty-eighth governor of Ohio, 
wrote voluminously and 
authoritatively on Franklin and 
Nashville, Atlanta, Second Bull Run, 
plus general reminiscences. But his 
unit performed poorly at Burnside 
Bridge late in the day though 
Burnside is generally blamed for this. 
Palfrey, a Boston historian, wrote 
about Antietam and Fredericksburg 
in Campaigns of the Civil War Series 
(1882). 
 Clemens spoke poignantly of the 
plight of Robert E. Lee on September 
15. Weeks earlier, Lee’s spooked 
horse reared, and Lee fell to the 
ground, suffering sprains and broken 
bones. Both of his hands were 
bandaged. September 15 was the 
worst day of the general’s life, 
according to Clemens. Just one week 
earlier, Lee, optimistic and full of 
confidence as he prepared to invade 
the North, counseled Jefferson Davis 
to approach Abraham Lincoln to 
surrender. But by September 15, 
McClellan’s army had blown Lee’s 
forces out of the gaps of South 
Mountain, and Lee was on the verge 
of retreating across the Potomac.  
He would suffer a stinging defeat 
two days later and withdraw. 
 Carman would author 220 Civil 
War articles for the Encyclopedia 
Americana. In July 1905 he was 
named chairman of the 
Chickamauga-Chattanooga 
battlefield, a position he held until 
his death on Christmas day 1909. He 
is buried in Arlington National 
Cemetery. 

to April 1885, during which he wrote 
a report titled “Sheep Industry of 
the U.S. East of the Mississippi.” 
Carman in his early adult life 
immersed himself in exhaustive 
detail in all of his endeavors. This 
trait would manifest itself 
memorably with Antietam. 
 Congress appointed Carman to 
the Antietam Battlefield Board in 
October 1894, a position he would 
hold until July 1898. As the battle’s 
official historian, Carman was 
directed to produce a map and 
pamphlet with points of interest and 
submit them to Congress. With an 
accountant's attention to detail, 
Carman’s “pamphlet” grew to 1,800 
pages. He also produced fourteen 
maps showing the positions of each 
unit on both sides from dawn until 
5:00 p.m. Visitors to the battlefield 
who read text on the 242 cast iron 
plaques are reading Carman’s work. 
 Carman wrote hundreds of 
letters to men on both sides seeking 
and confirming information about 
the day’s movements and actions. 
He used official records and primary 
military records. He also used many 
memoirs and memories—some 
sharp, some dim—and secondary 
sources. Reliability was mixed. 
 Clemens’s verdict on Carman’s 
work: Carman was conscientious 
and indefatigable and produced the 
single best source on the Maryland 
campaign of 1862. But the work 
contains few footnotes and little 
annotation, is flawed, omits 
information, and reflects Carman’s 
biases. For example, Carman had 
“extreme disdain,” in Clemens’s 
words, for Union general-in-chief 
Henry Halleck. 
 Carman’s manuscript contains 
inaccurate information by 
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 Howard Strouse, a native of Ohio, 
was born during World War II in Port 
Clinton on Lake Erie. After 
completing undergraduate work at 
Columbia College and University of 
Missouri, Kansas City, Strouse 
earned two master’s degrees from 
Webster University, in Webster 
Groves, Missouri. One is in criminal 
justice and law, and the other is in 
history and government. Service at 
the United States Army Intelligence 
Center, Fort Holibird, Baltimore, 
Maryland, marked not only the 
beginning of training in his chosen 
career field, but also introduced him 
to Pat, his wife of more than forty-
five years. 
 Following tours in the Far East 
and Germany, Strouse resigned from 
the military to begin a career as a 
federal Special Agent with the 
Department of Defense. In a career 
that spanned more than thirty-five 
years he served in Kansas City, St. 
Louis, the Baltimore/Washington 
area; and Columbus, Ohio, working 
in Investigations and Security 
Clearance for the DOD. He retired 
from federal civil service in 1999. 
 Strouse has been fascinated with 
history from boyhood. Throughout 
his travels in twenty-two countries 
and forty-eight states, he has always 
been interested in how things 
evolved and how our country grew 
and protected itself. His particular 
favorite is the United States in the 
nineteenth century, especially the 
Civil War period. 
 Strouse has given presentations 
at universities, Civil War round 
tables, libraries, social and fraternal 

organizations, and history seminars 
and events. He is a Civil War 
reenactor, portraying General 
Alpheus Williams (and sometimes, 
when his weight is trimmed, General 
George Meade). He is a member of 
the General Staff of the Blue and the 
Grey, an organization of individuals 
that portray various Civil War 
generals. He is a member and past 
General-in-Chief of the Columbus 
Ohio Civil War Round Table and an 
active member in the Scottsdale, 
Arizona, round table and several 
others. Strouse is a participating 
member of the Lincoln Forum and 
serves as historian/tour leader for 
the Civil War Education Association 
and the American History Forum. 
 From December to May of each 
year, Strouse and his wife live in 
Trilogy, a retirement community in 
Gilbert, Arizona; from June to 
November they live in Pataskala, 
Ohio, a suburb of Columbus, Ohio. In 
addition to Civil War activities, 
Strouse enjoys travel, hiking, tennis, 
restaurants, and good friends. 
 Howard Strouse will present to us 
“The Mormons in the 19th Century.” 
This might seem a strange topic for a 
Civil War round table, especially 
since the Mormons had almost no 
part in our Civil War, but oddly 
enough, they were one of the few 
groups that derived great benefit 
from it. Mormon history is unique in 
America. When their prophet, 
Joseph Smith, published The Book of 
Mormon in 1830, conflict quickly 
followed. Converts to the fledgling 
religion, called Saints, were 
persecuted and driven from New 
England, New York, Pennsylvania, 
Ohio, Missouri, and finally, Illinois. 
With each violent encounter, 
Mormons became more willing to 

(continued on page 4) 

 

 Visit historic Otterbein Cemetery 
on Sunday, October 14, 2012, from 
1:00 – 4:00 p.m. Stop at Civil War 
veterans’ gravesites to hear about 
the war and their experiences. 
Admission is free, and no 
registration is required. Programs 
and an introduction to the walk are 
available at the entrance. Visitors 
may then stroll at their leisure. It is 
sponsored by the Westerville Public 
Library. Call 882-7277 (ext. 5010)  
for more information.  

 

Puzzler:  Who was he? 
Captured by Indians in 1861 
Traded to settlers for a 
bushel of corn 
Traveled 14,000 miles with a 
Union regiment and was in 
30+ battles 
Would get drunk on booze 
swiped from associates in 
camp 
Taunted Confederates during 
battle and was injured once 
Guest of honor at the 
convention that nominated 
Grant for president 
Has a body part on display at 
a state historical society 
Was a trademark for a farm 
machinery company 

Answer:  Old Abe, the 
warrior eagle who 
traveled with Company 
C of the 8th Wisconsin 
Volunteer Infantry  
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 The girl at the DMV was silent 
and tilted her head like the RCA dog. 
I knew what she was thinking, Did I 
hear him right? Of course no one 
else has that. Why am I even 
checking? Who else would want 
Zouave as a vanity plate? 
 My youngest daughter broke the 
silence. “Dad nobody knows what 
they are.” 
 “You know,” I replied.  
 “Yeah, but I live with you.” 
Touché! Enough said. 
 For our purposes a Zouave is a 
member of a Civil War regiment 
patterned after a specific type of 
French light infantry unit. The 
French version, made up of Algerian 

     
 
    What is panda? 

 fight for their right to practice their 
faith without interference.  
 After the murder of Joseph Smith 
in an Illinois jail, Brigham Young led 
his Saints on a twelve hundred-mile 
journey to the Great Salt Lake Basin 
in Utah Territory. But again, conflict 
followed, culminating in a massacre 
at a place called Mountain 
Meadows. 

recruits, was characterized by 
colorful uniforms and precision 
drilling. I recommend a translated 
copy of Edouard Detaille’s L’Armée 
Française for great pictures and 
illustrations of original Zouaves, 
Turcos, and Chasseurs. Turcos, also 
called Native Tirailleurs, were 
Algerians who served in the light 
infantry of the French army. The 
146th New York Infantry, as far as I 
know, is the only Civil War regiment 

that wore this 
type of 
uniform. 
Chasseurs are 
defined as 
one of a body 
of cavalry or 
infantry 
troops 
equipped and 

trained for rapid 
movement. The 
most famous 
American 
Chasseur unit was 
the 14th 
Brooklyn. Nine 
French units 
fought in WWI, 
where their 
uniforms were a 
less conspicuous light tan. To 
differentiate, each regiment wore 
different colored tombeaus, or false 
pockets, on their jackets. The French 
Zouaves disbanded in 1962, after 
Algeria gained its freedom. 
 In this country, Zouaves came 
into prominence during the Crimean 
War. An American observer of that 
war, George B. McClellan, described 
the French Zouave as a “beau-ideal 

of a soldier,” the best he’d ever 
seen. Elmer Ellsworth caught the 
Zouave fever from a friend, Charles 
DeVilliers, a surgeon in the Russian 

Crimea and a Colonel commanding 
the 11th OVI in the Civil War. The 
pandemic spread as Ellsworth’s 
acrobatic cadets toured antebellum 
America. They wore, according to 
one cadet, “A bright red chasseur 
cap with gold braid; light blue shirt 
with moiré antique facings; dark 
blue jacket with orange and red 
trimmings; brass bell buttons, placed 
as close together as possible; a red 
sash and loose red trousers; russet 
leather leggings, buttoned over the 
trousers, reaching from ankle 
halfway to knee; and white waist 
belt.” Variations of the unit’s flashy 
garb quickly became a recruiting tool 
for local militia units. Ladies love 
men in uniforms, fellows. And ours is 
top of the line! 
 I’ve heard them referred to as 
clowns, bloomer boys, or guys in red 
pantaloons. To General Adley H. 
Gladden, a New Orleans politician-
turned soldier, they were a punch 
line. All it took to make one, said 
Gladden, was “an Irishman and two 
yards of red flannel.” Ha, ha, ha. 
Real funny. The general was mortally 
wounded at Shiloh.  

(continued on page 5) 
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downright bad. Some were 
comprised of the criminal element. 
Some recruited men of high morals 
and specific physical characteristics. 
It’s been estimated that some 
seventy Zouave regiments fought for 
the Union. I think that number might 
be a little high. I’ve seen the 76th 
Ohio Volunteer Infantry included on 
some lists simply because they wore 
a short open-fronted “furlough” 
jacket equipped with traditional 
tombeau. They didn’t all have the 
same tailor. Some wore the 
traditional Union Blue. But a great 
portion of them did wear uniforms 
which stood out like a “Zoot Suit” in 
a closet of khaki. I’ll give you that. 
 It could be argued that the 
Union’s best regiment was the 5th 
New York Infantry, AKA Duryée’s 
Zouaves. It was their fashion that 
Platt criticized as being very ugly, 
made of frail material, unserviceable 
and gaudy, but these guys weren’t 
uniform models. They were a 
throwback to the elite French 
Zouave battalion, soldiers known for 
their discipline, precise drilling, 
marksmanship, and steadfast 
courage. They’d definitely be my 
choice for top dog. But don’t take 
my word for it. Read newspaper 
accounts. Listen to their 
contemporaries. 

 
The July 1, 1862, issue of the New 
York Herald reported, “Duryée’s 
Zouaves fought, as did all the 
regulars, under General Sykes, in 
whose brigade they are attached, 
with undaunted courage.” That 
same General Sykes said of the 
5th NY Infantry, “I doubt whether 
it had an equal, and certainly no 
superior among all the regiments 
of the Army of the Potomac.” 

(continued on page 6) 

 But their biggest opponent was 
probably Isaac Platt, editor of the 
Poughkeepsie Eagle. He despised 
Zouave attire. After Big Bethel he 
penned: 
  

The very bright and very ugly 
uniform of the Zouaves, much as 
it has been praised, will not in our 
opinion prove as good as the 
dress of the other troops when it 
is brought to the only practical 
test—that of actual service. Being 
made of frail material it will not 
be found as serviceable, and 
being of the most fanciful pattern 
and the most gaudy colors it will 
so attract attention that those 
who wear it can be distinguished 
from all other troops as far as 
they can be seen and will be shot 
down by the Southern marksmen 
much more readily than those 
who wear the less showy, but 
much more handsome common 
infantry uniform. 

 On another occasion, he actually 
blamed a Union defeat on the 
uniform: 

 
We are inclined to think the loss 
of the Battle of Manassas was 
owing to this villainous costume. 
The Zouaves had marched several 
miles that morning, and were 
tired and heated when they 
reached the battle ground. When 
ordered into action they made a 
most gallant attack, rushed upon 
the enemies’ battery and drove 
them off, but when they had got 
through with their rapid 
movements they were out of 
wind, so that as the enemy 
returned to the attack they were 
too much exhausted to maintain 
there the fight, and thus forced to 

give way. All of which had they 
been properly dressed might not 
have happened, and every thing 
could have been saved. 

  
 Huh?  
 Let’s get something straight. The 
only Federal Zouaves at First Bull 
Run were Ellsworth’s 11th New York 
Firemen, led by Noah “Pony” Farn-
ham. The 11th was not dressed in  
“a villainous costume” of traditional 
Zouave attire. However, they did 
wear red shirts, as did the 1st 
Minnesota, a unit not blamed for  
the defeat. The 14th Brooklyn, a 
Chasseur unit, did wear red pants, 
but not of the baggy variety, and 
were probably mistaken for 
Zouaves. On the Confederate side 
were Wheat’s Tigers, dressed in 

“villainous costume,” and the 4th 
Alabama wore red shirts. The Rebs 
won the battle in spite of this. 
Imagine that, Mr. Platt. Go put on 
your tie-dyed night shirt, burn some 
incense, and listen to the Grateful 
Dead. 
 Zouave units were like other 
regiments. Some were outstanding! 
Some were mediocre. Some were 
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Artillery Colonel Charles 
Wainwright found them to be 
“equal in all respects to the 
Regulars and better drilled.”  
 

Sergeant Major E. A. Perry, a 
regular with the 14th U.S. 
Infantry agreed, “No regiment 
ever stood on American soil to 
come near equaling the Fifth 
New York for size, intelligence, 
bravery and patriotism.” 
 

General George McClellan stated, 
“The Fifth is the best disciplined 
and soldierly regiment in the 
Army.” 
 

A reporter for the Baltimore 
American wrote, “They stand 
here, amidst the greatest army of 
modern days, admitted by 
general consent to be the crack 
regiment of the service.” 

  
 Sound like Flippo to you? 
 Most of the men hailed from 
Manhattan and Long Island. Thirty 
called Poughkeepsie home. Their 
poor families were subjected to 
Platt's drivel on a daily basis. Nine of 
the officers achieved the rank of 
general, four by brevet. According to 
an online article, “An effort was 
made to select men who were 
educated, physically imposing, and 
taller than average. Some had 
served in European armies while 
others were college graduates, law 
students, or successful 
businessmen—in keeping with 
Duryée’s intention to forge a 
disciplined, professional fighting 
machine.” The boys were heavily 
engaged at Big Bethel, Gaines Mill, 
and Second Manassas. 

 At Big Bethel, the first land battle 
fought in Virginia, Duryée’s Zouaves 
attempted to turn the Confederate 
left and were repulsed. Captain 

Judson Kilpatrick of Company H, 
more famous as a general of cavalry, 
was wounded there. According to 
Private Alfred Davenport, who 
would later write the unit’s history, 
“Captain Kilpatrick and five or six 
others were standing well to the 
front in the woods, with Colonel 
Duryée, who was about ten feet to 
the right trying to get a view of the 
Confederate position, when a grape-
shot cut through the Captain’s thigh 
and scraped the other leg.” The 
author of Kilpatrick’s bio, Samuel J. 
Martin, wrote that Judson was 
wounded in the butt, implying that 
he was running from the action, and 
used the previous quote as 
documentation. Why let the facts 
get in the way of such a sensational 
story? You can say what you want 
about the controversial “Kill 
Cavalry.” You can call him pompous, 
arrogant, a womanizer, and a glory 

seeker. But he was no coward! In his 
report Kilpatrick stated, “The whole 
command, officers and men, did 
themselves the greatest credit, and, 
I am satisfied, can conquer anything 
except impossibilities.” 
 Hours of drilling paid off for the 
5th on the Peninsula. During heavy 
fighting at Gaines Mill, Lieutenant 
Colonel Hiram Duryea had the men 
stop and count off. All our ducks in a 
row. Each man in his proper place. 
Discipline under fire. They incurred 
162 casualties out of 450 engaged 
and gained more accolades. A 
Southern soldier told a 5th New York 
Zoo-Zoo, taken captive at Gaines 
Mill, that “they never had seen the 
superiors of the red legs for 

unflinching courage and coolness.” 
Following the bloody battle, 
Lieutenant Charles Montgomery 
wrote, “I consider it an honor to 
belong to this regiment. The Regular 
officers cannot speak too highly of 
us.” 
 And then there was the carnage 
of Second Manassas. On the  

(continued on page 7) 
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same space of ground on any 
battlefield of the war.” South 
Carolina artillery Captain William K. 
Bachman noted, “The ground was 
covered with the dead red-breeched 
fellows so that I actually had to pilot 
the drivers through the bodies, 

sometimes stopping to move them 
out of the way.” Joseph B. Polley, 
also of the 4th Texas, painted a 
more vivid description of the 
aftermath, “A ghastly spectacle met 
our eyes. An acre of ground was 
literally covered with dead, dying, 
and wounded Zouaves, the 
variegated colors of whose peculiar 
uniforms gave the scene the 

morning of August 28, 1862, General 
John Pope ordered multiple assaults 
against Stonewall Jackson’s position. 
Each was repulsed. Longstreet’s men 
arrived through Thoroughfare Gap 
around noon and took up position 
on Stonewall’s right. On August 29, 
Pope renewed the attacks, unaware 
of Longstreet’s presence. Longstreet 
countered with a 28,000-man 
assault led by Hood’s Texas brigade, 
which crushed the Union left. 
Holding the left was General 
Warren’s small brigade, made up of 
only the 5th and 10th New York 
infantry units. 
 An NPS wayside on their part of 
the battlefield describes the affair as 
a “one-sided slaughter.” Numbers 
bear that out. In a magazine article 
Brian Pohanka explained, “A 
detailed examination of morning 
reports, muster rolls, and military 
service and pension records 
indicates that . . . the 5th New York 
lost 332 men of the approximately 
525 engaged. At least 119 of the 
casualties were killed outright or 
died of their wounds. The addition 
of two missing who were never 
accounted for would bring the death 
total to 121.” It was the greatest 
battle fatality sustained by any 
Federal infantry unit in the war, and 
it occurred in less than ten minutes. 
Private Andrew Coats, at the unit’s 
monument dedication, spoke 
succinctly, “Where the regiment 
stood that day was the very vortex 
of hell.” Three officers and one color 
bearer survived the ordeal. 
 “Our men had to run like dogs,” 
said Private Richard Ackerman. They 
ran toward Young’s Branch and up 
the slope opposite it. L. D. Hill of the 
opposing 4th Texas commented, “I 
never saw more dead men on the 

appearance of a Texas hillside in 
spring, painted with wild flowers of 
every hue and color.” 
 The Old Fifth was annihilated but 
was bolstered by recruits. They 
would see minimal action before 
disbanding in the spring of 1863. 
After Chancellorsville, the 5th’s final 
campaign, Brigade Commander 
Patrick O’Rourke commented, “The 
officers and men of the Fifth New 
York behaved as they have always 
done. I can give them no higher 
praise.” The two-year veterans 
returned home as heroes. Two 
hundred thirty newer recruits were 
transferred to the 146th New York. 
It was no coincidence that the unit 
adopted their Turco uniform in June 
of 1863, shortly after the arrival of 
men from the 5th. Other soldiers 
fought in the 165th New York, AKA 
Second Battalion of Duryée Zouaves, 
and in the 14th Brooklyn. Some 
would join the 5th New York 
Veterans, recruited by Colonel 
Winslow of the Old Fifth. So their 
legacy continued until Appomattox. 
 It endures today. Their 
reenactors are rock stars, guys like 

(continued on page 8) 
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    eddelisio@sbcglobal.net 
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Tim Maurice,  
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Greg Drakulich 
Lowell Fauver 
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Brian Pohanka, Tom Clemens, and 
Patrick Schroeder. And these are not 
weekend warriors out for a good 
time. They know their predecessors. 
Nothing galls me more than a 
reenactor who doesn't know his 
unit’s history. And the new guys 
even drill like the Old Fifth. Patrick 
Schroeder, historian at Appomattox, 
talks about his first day: 
 

Too young to carry a musket and 
not knowing the drill, I was given 
the colors to hold while the unit 
demonstrated the bayonet 
exercise, and in a short move-
ment of the company the flag 
clipped a tree branch, and I 
received a scowl from this  beard-
ed, and at the time, menacing 
looking fellow. This was my 
introduction to Brian Pohanka. I 
soon understood that that scowl 
was out of respect for the flag 
and for what was not correct—
and a fourteen-year-old carrying 
the National colors was not. 

 
 Discipline! Drilling! History! The 
new guys get it. 
 I’d like to close with an 
interesting quote from a member of 
the Old Fifth, Charles Brandegee 
Livingstone. In a March 21, 1862, 
letter to his father, he wrote, “I 
smoked when I first came here but 
have given it up as a nuisance. Lots 
of toke weed is consumed here.” 
Really? Naive, silly me thought the 
consumption of wacky tobacco 
started with the beatniks and 
hippies of the 1950s and 1960s. I 
stand corrected. I never would have 
thought it. But it does explain the 
babbling of a certain New York 
newspaper editor.  
 

 

 On September 20, 2012, 
Virginia’s governor announced 
eleven state grant awards, totaling 
more than $2.6 million, to groups 
dedicated to historic battlefield 
preservation. The recipients include 
the Civil War Trust, the Central 
Virginia Battlefields Trust, and the 
Shenandoah Valley Battlefields 
Foundation. They will match state 

 

 The checking account of the 
round table is owned by you, the 
members. Therefore, it is 
appropriate that you be made aware 
of the account balances, monthly 
expenditures, and monthly receipts. 
In the interest of full transparency,  
I will report these numbers to you 
each month. Should you have any 
question about the numbers, please 
raise it during a meeting or contact 
me by phone or e-mail.  
 The numbers for September are 
as follows: 
Beginning balance 9/1/12 = 
$3,055.56 
September receipts (dues) = $117.00 
September expenditures = $312.86 
Ending balance 9/30/12 = $2,858.70 
 
Expenditure details ($235 for Sept. 
meeting speaker fee, $70 
reimbursement to Mike Peters for 
expenses, $7.86 reimbursement to 
Sheryl Taylor for newsletter 
expenses) 

funds dollar for dollar either to 
purchase lands for preservation or 
to obtain easement rights for these 
tracts. More than 2,700 acres of Civil 
War battlefield sites will benefit 
from this year’s awards, such as 
Appomattox, Cedar Mountain, 
Chancellorsville, Cool Spring, Kelly’s 
Ford, Peebles Farm, Port Republic, 
and Second Manassas. Funds for the 
grants are drawn from the Civil War 
Historic Sites Preservation Fund.  


